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collection english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 26 2024 web collection definition 1 a
group of objects of one type that have been collected by one person or in one place 2 an learn
more
collection definition and meaning collins english dictionary Feb 25 2024 web 3 days ago   1
countable noun a collection of things is a group of similar things that you have deliberately
acquired usually over a period of time robert s collection of prints and paintings has been
bought over the years the art gallery of ontario has the world s largest collection of
sculptures by henry moore of
collection definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 24 2024 web b1 c a group of
objects of one type that have been collected by one person or in one place a private art
collection a valuable stamp collection c an amount of money
collection definition meaning merriam webster Dec 23 2023 web 1 the act or process of
collecting the collection of data the collection of taxes 2 a something collected especially
an accumulation of objects gathered for study
collection definition meaning dictionary com Nov 22 2023 web noun the act of collecting
something that is collected a group of objects or an amount of material accumulated in one
location especially for some purpose or as a result of some
collection noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 21 2023 web noun kəˈlekʃn
group of objects people countable a group of objects often of the same sort that have been
collected he wanted to share his vast art collection with the world a stamp coin record
collection collection of something an extensive collection of war photographs the painting
comes from his private collection extra examples
collection definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 20 2023 web a collection is a group
of things often a group created by someone for example many kids have a collection of comic
books notice the word collect in collection if you like
collection definition meaning britannica dictionary Aug 19 2023 web count a group of
interesting or beautiful objects brought together in order to show or study them or as a hobby
the museum s collection is one of the best in the country his baseball card collection often
of he has a huge collection of cds she has an impressive collection of modern art he has quite
a collection of exercise equipment
collection noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jul 18 2023 web noun kəˈlɛkʃn
group of objects people countable a group of objects often of the same sort that have been
collected a stamp coin etc collection the painting comes from his private collection take your
english to the next level the oxford learner s thesaurus explains the difference between
groups of similar words
collection meaning of collection in longman dictionary of Jun 17 2023 web collection meaning
definition what is collection a set of similar things that are kept or learn more
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